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I. INTRODUCTION

The absence of satisfactory techniques for Identify-

ing and measuring human motivational states has long been

a stumbling block in the field of psychology. However in

the past five years a new approach to this problem has been

developed by McClelland and his associates (12) at ^esleyan

University, and this line of inquiry has begun to attract

a great deal of attention in the departments at Michigan,

Pennsylvania, Yale, Minnesota, and here at the University

of Massachusetts. The method seems to hold promise as an

objective experimental approach to the problems of human

motivati on.

Basically, this technique consists of the inference of

needs from content analysis of verbal responses to the

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). The procedure usually

involves presenting, subjects with a set of pictures, and

asking them to make up brief, imaginative stories about

them. The fundamental hypothesis upon which this Qiethod

stands Is that a need will reeult in fantasy reflecting the

presence of that need, or as v<hlte (20, p. 236) stateB it,

"that the need Is father to the fantasy, and from the needs

and situations appearing in the story one can infer important

strivings in the narrator

.

M



A, The Development of ; cCle Hand's Method
for Measuring Motivational States

The quasi-objective means for scoring TaT responses

was Introduced by McClelland in 1948. Since then, a number

of ex perlmental studies have demonstrated the effect on

thematic apperception of various experimentally aroused

needs. The original work of McClelland and Atkinson (3, 10)

showed that subjects deprived of food for one, four, and

sixteen hours wrote TiiT stories that were increasingly

concerned with food deprivation, hunger, food-getting

activities, and the like. The changes in fantasy which

took place were classified into such categories as Imagery,

Instrumental activity, Obstacles, Goal anticipation, effect-

ive Goal States, and others. In this purely empirical fash-

ion a scoring system was built up from the data, without

the necessity of resorting to a priori assumptions as to

what characteristics of fantasy indicate the presence of

a certain motive. The algebraic sura of weighted values

for characteristics was taken as a rough measure of the

Intensity of the motive.

The McClelland group has since directed much of its

attention to the achievement motive , i.any significant

relationships between achievement motivation and imagin-

ative behavior, as well as other types of behavior, have
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been found and ere summarized In "The achievement * otive"

(12). The method of measuring motivation has been applied

by Shipley and Veroff (17) to the need for social affilia-

tion also. An even more recent extension by Clark (4) deals

with Imaginative changes presumably resulting from exper-

imentally induced levels of sexual motivation and sex-

relatod guilt.

The projective expression of the achievement motive,

which shall be referred to as n achievement after * urray (16),

is our concern in this study. Murray defines the need for

achievement as a need:

H To accomplish something, difficult. To master,
manipulate, or organize physical objects, human
beingg, or ideas. To do this as rapidly, and as
independently as possible. To overcome obstacles
and attain a high standard. To excel one's self.
To rival and surpass others. To increase self-
re^ord by the successful exercise of talent." (16,
p. 164)

The broad definition employed by McClelland in his most

recent work is competition with a standard of excellence .

The latest n achievement scoring system (C), which will be

employed in the present study, has this &3 its basic defini-

tion of achievement Imagery. This definition may be broken

down into: a) content explicitly stating concern over com-

petition with a standard, e.g., "iie wants to do his best

at the task"; b) long term involvement, in which a character

is engaged in activity directed toward the attainment of a



goal such as becoming a doctor, obtaining the Ph. D. degree,

being successful in business; and c) unique accompli shment,

such as becoming a famouB inventor, a hero in battle, etc.

A number of experimental conditions differing in type

and intensity of induced achievement motivation have been

shown to affect the TaT responses of human subjects. That

experimentally Induced "ego- involvement" , "success", "fail-

ure" and "success-fallure" result in higher n. achievement

scores for college males as compared with "relaxed" or

"neutral1
* groups has been consistently demonstrated by the

McClelland group (9, 11, 12, 13, 14) and by Field (6).

These variations in intensity of Mh ievement cues have usu-

ally been produced by giving the subjects supposed "Intell-

igence" tests and quoting faked norms for performance on

the t-ssts so high that nearly all subjects were apt to

experience feelings of failure, A detailed analysis of the

resulting changes in imaginative characteristics for these

six experimental criterion groups is presented in McClelland'

s

book mentioned above (12), ^tkinson (?, 1?) has contributed

& wealth of meaningful data dealing with the factors which

play a part in producing a given TAT story, attempting to

separate achievement cues existing in the pictures them-

selves, cues "in the individual", and cues in the experi-

mental manipulations; rcClella nd' s book shows statistically

graphically how these factors interact.



B. The Validity of the n Achievement Score

The validity of this projective measure, or what Bight

be called the relation of n achievement scores to behavior,

is hardly questionable In view of the many significant find-

ings reported. I .any workers In this line of research now

feel that a simple, quick way of validity-checking" the

n achievement measure is to give the tested subjects a

twelve-minute anagrams test. If subjects with hlph n achieve

ment scores ^reduce slgriflcantly more words during the

middle portion of the task (when new anagrams become ircreas

lnp-ly difficult to make up) than, do subjects ?.ith low n

achievement scores, It may be reasonably concluded that the

achievement motive has been reflected in the scores. This

simple validity test is based on .McClelland and Clark*

e

factor analytic study of the anagrams task (5)* ^nd several

addition: ! demonstrations. The presumed "effort" factor

also results in significant differences between the per-

formance of high and low ji achievement groups on simple

verbal and arithmetic tests, as Lowell (8) has shown. In

Lowell's study was one task on which learning could be dem-

onstrated, the high £ achievement group sho?.lnp more rapid

learning than the low n achievement group, '-e are here re-

minded of Miller's "Utement (15) that "the decisive cri-

terion for determining whether a motive is Involved In
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learning le whether or not it can produce learning". That

lt 13 the achievement motive in college ma lee that Is meas-

ured by the n achievement score is further supported by

significant relationships between n achievement and the

following: tachistosooplc recognition of achievement-

related words; college grades; scholastic aptitude scores;

level of aspiration measures; completion of teaks, and

recdl of completed and Interrupted tasks; number of

Rorschach responses and certain other Korechach indices;

linguistic behavior; sentence- completion tests; the aes-

thetic scale of the x llport-Vemon Study of Values; the

interest maturity scale of the Strong Vocational interest

Inventory; and clinical indices of severity of discipline

in childhood; oreference for mother over father, and re-

jection by one's father. (12)

C. The Generality of the £ achievement Score

The present research is secondarily concerned with

adding to this list of meaningful relationships, but its

main purpose deals with the per.*? rail t.y of the n achieve-

ment score. In introducing this topic, McClelland, ct al (12)

state:

" .he broad definition of achie vement imagery in
the scoring manual in terms of competition with
a standard cf excellence emphasizes our view

t'tiat affective changes early in life accompanying
doing well or failing to do well in various learn-
ing situations provide the basis for Motivation to
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succeed and to avoid failure. .»e have argued
that our scoring categories ane Independent of
any specific, culturally determined goals or
culturally determined methods of attaining these
goals. Thus, we expect that the masure, as pres-
ently obtained, will reflect with a fair decree
of accuracy differences in achievement motivation
in subjects whose age, sex, or cultural background
differs from that of our original college male
criterion groups, A number of studies have been
undertaken that can be used to test this hypo-
thesis. In each of them the crucial question is,
do the stories written continue to show the same
characteristic changes when achievement motivation
is aroused in different populations." (Chap. VI, p.l)

When we refer to the generality of the n. achievement

eoore, we ask, is the measure valid and meaningful when

applied to groups other than upper midaie-claee college

males? If so, what are the achievement goals in these other

groups? l^eed for achievement of what ? Do n achievement scores

remain consistent when ego involvement is directed toward

goals other than achievement in the intellectual cr occupa-

tional sphere?

Concerning the age factor, Veroff (18, 19) has provided

evidence that the method of obtaining u n achievement score

on a population of male college students is valid when

applied to a population of high school males. It should be

noted thst this latter group represented a broader socio-

economic base also. Field* s study (6) of older and presum-

ably Mr* mature males in pos t-gradueto evening classes

indicated that the measure is applicable in higher age

ranges. Lowell (1?) presents evidence concerning the valid-



ity of the measure In another culture—ninth grade liavaho

males In New Mexico— leading to the conclusion that the

scoring system is sufficiently general to measure differ-

ences in induced achievement motivation in subjects whose

values, social learning experiences, and thought patterns

differ markedly from those of middle-class American males.

as McClelland points out (3P), the scoria categories are

such that Achievement Imagery, for example, is still scored

whether the goal In a story is becoming a good sheepherder

(ftavaho) or a famous doctor (college student). The differ-

ences in content are of great interest for future explora-

tion.

All the studies mentioned thus far in this review

have been based on male subjects. «hen the n achievement

measure is applied to females , however, the neat, conois-

tent pattern of relationships between scores and exoeri-

mental conditions disappears. The high school girls in Veroff

study failed to produce stories which showed increased n

achievement scores from "neutral" to "ego-involved" condi-

tions, as has been the case in all the male studies. ?ield

demonstrated similar findings for college women and older

female subjects, comparing scores of those "felling" an

"intelligence" test with a "relaxed" group, "llcox's results

(19) showed the same lack of Increase for college women.

Scores for females have a tendency to be slightly higher



than those for males. Females have responded to pictures

containing male characters significantly more than to pic-

tures of female characters, as have male subjects. But the

status of the applicability of the n achievement measure

to females is uncertain.

There have been | few meaningful relationships demon-

strated with women subjects, however, vilcox (19) found

that her college females with high n achievement scores

produced significantly more words during the third end

fourth minutes of an enagrams test than did the girls with

low n achievement scores. The anagrams task was the same

as the one mentioned above and even the raw data for Wilcox's

females at Michigan w^s almost Identical to that for

McClelland and Clark's males at «esleyan (5). Thus, though

the fenu.il es have failed to respond to experimentally induced

differences in achievement motivation levels as males have,

their scores do seem to bear some relation to the need for

achievem? nt •

The experiments by Field (6) point out even more sig-

nificant features of n achievement projection in females.

Field was Interested in determining whether the £ achieve-

ment score remains consistent when ego-involvement Is directed

toward goals other th. n achievement in the intellectual

spheres. Hence, In addition to using failure and succcae

on an "intelligence" test as a means of inducing differences
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In achievement motivation, he used artificially contrived

Itliil failure and success as well, with both males and

female s. Social failure and euccess were induced by employ-

ing a soclometrlc procedure similar to Shipley and Veroff's

(17).

Field confirmed the results of previous experiments

dealing with ego-involvement directed toward intellectual

achievement; n achievement scores for males were increased

by the need arousal, female scores were not. The effects of

go cial ft i lure were the reverse, however; the males did not

show a significant increase in n achievement scores, whereas

the females did.

The results point to the conclusion that, for some

females, achievement "means'* attaining a social goal, among

other things, another Implication is that the males may

respond to Intellectual failure conditions more than females

because, in part, m^les tend to be more oriented toward

success in their occupations after graduation. Field con-

cluded that males are more likely to be oriented toward

intellectual or vocational achievement goals, females toward

nurturance or social acceptance goals, due mainly to the

cultural definition of male and female roles.

How then do n achievement scores of females whose goals

more clo&ely resemble those of ingles compare with r- j. 1 es

having goals le ss similar to the cultural definition of male
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rolftt? This is our main concern in the present investigation.

The hypothesis set forth her© is that college girls who are

more career-oriented should have higher n achievement scores

than girls who are wore marriage-oriented. It is assumed

that In our culture career-minded girls more closely resem-

ble typical males in their role-taking and goal orientation,

whereas girls who wish to marry without having, careers are

less similar . Hence, since the n achievement score apparently

measures goal-directed motivation, the imaginative behavior

of * career girls" should be more similar to the thematic

apperception of males than should that of "marriage girls".

If it can be shown that the hypothesized relation exists, a

rather crucial question in this line of research will have

been answered, the penerelity of the n ach tevement score will

have been more precisely defined, and the validity of the

LcClelland methol further supported,

a ar^ also interested in further definition of the

relation between n achievement scores and social achieve-

ment goals of females. Field has demonstrated the effect of

experimentally induced social failure. How do the scores of

females with differences In "reel-life" social success com-

pare with Field's experimental arousal scores? In investi-

gating this question, special attention will be focused on

what is probably a real-life social frustrati on—rejection

in bid for sorority membership— in freshman home economics
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girls. There U something of parallel here to experimental

social failure, although the author will not claim to be

studying the effects of sorority rejection, but rather the

subjects themselves who have experienced the frustration.

Relevant here is Shipley and Veroff's study (17), demon-

strating a higher 31 affiliation (need for social affiliation)

score in <.esleyan amies who were rejected in fraternity bide

than In those accepted, one month following the college's

rushing program.

In this second major alin de, ling with social satis-

faction, there ia no specific hypothesis being tested, Kf

are merely attempting to discover relations, and compare

the flrdinga with field's social frustration experiment.

The result expected here are not clear, since in Mold's

experiment girls who were voted by fellow students as

"unpopular" scored significantly lower in achievement Imagery

than did "popular" girls in a relaxed, non-experimental

testing. Various hypotheses, such as whether the n achieve-

ment score Is function of time since failure or success, or

a function of repression, or deprivation, w.ay be looked at

in the light of our results,

D. Alms and Methods of the Present Investigation

Specifically, we attempting to answer two main questions

in this inveati ga tl ont
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1) Do coreer-oriented home economics girls in college

show a significantly higher n achievement score than do

non-career-oriented girls under neutral (non-arousal)

testing conditions?

2) Hit relationships, if &ny, exist between n achieve-

ment scores and social satisfaction, and how do these res-

ults compare with Field's experimental arousal of social

succese and failure?

wo approaches will be made to the first question,

"career orie ntatlon'
1

will be determined first by a compo-

site index combining the responses of subjects to s number

of career- and marriage—related items on a questionnaire,

We have here conceptualized "career orientation" as a ccntl-

nura, ranging from no expectation or desires of a given

subject concerning employment after graduation to expec-

tations and/or desires of a subject to be employed in a

specific occupation 3 to 4 or more years after graduation.

This definition in terms of expectations and desires ..nd

amount of tioie devoted to a c reer will be roughly approx-

imated by "career orientation" as it is defined operationally

by the particular procedures in this study.

The broader operational definition will becouje clearer

in the second approach, in which n achievement scores will

be compared for each separate question presumably related

to the "career vs. marriare" issue.
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The second question will be approached from three

different angles. First will be • composite Index of social

Batlsfaction, dividing subjects Into satisfied" and "un-

satisfied" groups. Then one question, on the sorority-

rejection issue, will be singled out for special attention.

Finally, Individual questions relating to social satisfaction

will be analyzed. In all three approaches, the differences

between me.-rs and variances of |i achievement scores will

be studied.
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II. i»ROCfiDUKE

This section will be divided into the following parts:

k) apparatus and materials, D) subjects, C) administration,

D) scoring of the stories, K) measures of reliability of

scoring, and F) coding methods. The methods of categorizing

subjects into the various groups such as "career girls",

M socle lly satiefieds", etc., will be explained in Section

III, slrce it would be difficult for the reader to under-

stand the results for each particular comparison made with-

out remembering how the subjects were classified.

A* Apparatus and Materials

The apparatus and materials in this study included

two slide projectors and screens, four 2x2 TaT slides,

TAT test booklets, and a questionnaire. The slides were

those employed in Field's studies (6), two of whifch have

been used in most of McClelland' s work (TaT 7BaA and 8BU)»

another of Murray's original TAT pictures (TAT 2), and one

showing a boy and girl lyinp on a beach.

The questionnaire, consisting of 33 questions, was

constructed for the purpose of determining which subjects

could be placed in the various categories such as "career

girls", "socially satisfied", etc. The author and his ad-

visor attempted to Include a number of Items which could

be expected to bear a relation to the issues of career
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orientation and social satl afaction. Some of the queatlons

used were taken directly from the questionnaires used In

gathering Information about Cornell undergraduates and

medical students. After several revisions, the question-

naire was mimeographed In Its final form, A sample copy of

the questionnaire used In this study appears in appendix C.

Test booklets, each consisting of four pages for the

four TAT stories, were constructed, ^ach pate bore the four

guide questions th^t have been used in previous studies In

this series:

1. "hat la happening? Y.ho are the persona?

2. fchat has led up to this situation? That is,
what has happened In the past?

3« fihat la being thought? Ythat Is wanted? by
whom?

4. hat will happen? vVhat *111 be done?

Code numbers were stamped on an unnoticeable place

near the stapled part of the back of each test booklet

page. The entire teat booklet, reproduced In Appendix B,

consisted of the cover page, four pages for stories, and

a blank page for the subject's arae.

B. Subjects

The subjects were 97 freshman home economics students

at the University of Massachusetts. They were chosen on the

basis of their availability, their naivete with respect to

the purposes of the investigation, and their suitability

regarding Ci.reer-marriage plans. The author and advisor
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felt that, being freshmen, the Bg might have clearer, more

definite Ideas concerning their life plans, and, being home

economics students, they would be apt to have plans vary-

ing widely along a career-marriage continuity

C. Administration

The subjects were divided into Group I U=48) end

Group II (M=49) in two different classrooms. The adminis-

tration of the thesis materials was part of a larger test-

ing program being given the subjects, and ae a result Group

II took the TAT immediately after taking the Kuder Prefer-

ence Record, whereas Group I received the TaT an hour earl-

ier, at the start of the two-hour period of testing. (These

differences in testing conditions did not result in a sig-

nificant difference in n achievement scores between the

groups, although the mean score for group li was somewhat

lower than that for Group I. possible differences in test-

ing conditions were constantly kept in mind during the

analysis of data.)

The instructions for the administration of the TaT

and questionnaire can be found in appendix a. Summarily,

the administration consisted of passing out test booklets,

making sure the t each E had the same code number on all of

her materials. The author gave the instructions, identical

to those used In most of McClelland' s studies, in an appar-
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ently extemporaneous fashion* Ss were tola that they were

being given a test of creative Imagination, that there

were no right or wrong answers, that they could make up

any kind of story that they chose. They were urged to make

their stories vivid end dramatic, to tell a story about

each picture, rather than merely describe it.

*'one of the Gs looked at the questionnaire until after

the TaT was administered. They were assured of the confiden-

tiality of their TaT responses. &ach of the four pictures

was exposed on a screen for 20 seconds, after which the Ss

had four minutes and forty seconds in which to write a

story based on the picture, ^fter the last picture Ss wrote

their names on the blank page of the booklet, tore off this

page, and passed it in to the administrator. Then they foll-

owed the instructions to take out the question aires from

the envelopes, read the cover page, and fill them out.

Again, confidentiality was assured.

D. Sooring

The latest revision of the McClelland scoring system

was used in this study, following as carefully as possible

the scoring manual set forth in "The Achievement motive" (12).

To outline briefly, there are three main categories In which

a story may be placed: Achievement Imagery (Al), Doubtful

or Task Imagery (TI), and Unrelated Imagery (Ui). Generally
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speaking, a story Is scored aI if someone In the story la

Involved in activity that explicitly (or implicitly, m
the case of long-term involvement) represents competition

fi. standard of excellence, as was pointed out In Section

I. If the imagery does not clearly fall under the defini-

tion of al specified in scoring system C, or If i mere task

is beins performed in a story with no explicit statement

of the task's relation to an achievement goal, TI is scored.

If a story contains no reference to achievement imagery, it

is scored 1)1.

If a story is scored UI, it is scored -1 and is not

scored further. If it is scored Ti , it receives a score of

0 and Is not scored further. If AI Is decided upon, plus 1

is scored, and the story is examined for sub-categories,

eaeh of which adds 1. In the present system there are the

following ten subcategories:

1» t
Teed (X ) --explicit statement of desire for an

achievement goal, as shown by such words as H wants"

,

'•desires"', "is determined to". M Is not Inferred from
Instrumental activity.

Instrumental activity (I)—actual attempt(s)
by a character to attain an achievement goal.

1/ successful instrumental activity.
I? activity of doubtful outcome.
I- * unsuccessful instrumental activity.

3« i os Itive ;k?al anticipation ((la/)— someone in
a story anticipates, expects, has a feeling of Burety,
that an achievement goal will be attained.

^ # Kefr'atl ve Cioal ^ntlclpa ion (Ga- )— concern by



a character over possible failure, anticipation offailure, scored whenever the anticipation is not
clearly positive.

5- roaitlve effective State explicit
statement of affect over, or obeerv&lle benefits
from, attainment of an e enlevement goal.

6 *
v̂ ep;atlve effective State (G- )--^xpllcit

statement of negative affect over, or negative conse-
quences of, f til lure to attain an achievement goal.

7. fturtgrant .tress (Kup)— someone in a story
aids or sympathise? with a character engaged in
achievement striving*

fi * J sraonal Cbatacle (Bp)— a barrier blocking
roal attainment existing In the ;-or?on ss^rO ring for
achievement, such as lacl of cor.tider.ee, inability
to make decislcns.

9. i'-nvlronmenta?. Obstacle (Bw)—a barrier, pers-
onal or Impersonal in source, that exists in the
world at lar^e

.

10. achievement Thema (ach Th)--scored when the
major, dominant tht=me of a story Is concern or act-
ivity directed toward an achievement goal, success-
ful or unsuccessful 1.

It ohould be understood that this 1b merely a brief

description of each subcategory to aid the reader In his

understating of the n achievement score. The scoring

manual itself specifies in m en greater detail and exact-

ness hcN to score the stories, thus approaching the ideal

of true objectivity and perfect inter-scorer reliability.

E. Reliability of Scoring

The author scored all 368 stories once for practice.

Then he scored them a aecord time, while the four stories



for each S remained stapled together In booklet form.

After the second scoring, all the pages of each booklet

were separated and thoroughly shuffled. Since the code

numbers were stamped on the back of each page, the

scorer had no way of telling which S's story was being '

scored or what h- r other stories were like. Since about
4

10 days intervened between the first and second and second

and third scorings, it was virtually impossible for the

scorer to remember how he had previously scored a given

story, k iearson product-moment correlation between the

second and third scorings was computed, comparing the

total n. achievement scores for each 3, This coefficient

of reliability turned out to be .95. Thus intra- scorer

reliability was clearly demonstrated.

Another measure of scoring reliability was used, In

which a sample of stories was taken randomly from the 388,

and the n. achlevenTsnt score for each story was determined

by the thesis advisor, Dr. Vim, F, Field, who has had exten-

sive experience In scoring TAT stories for n achievement,

and has demonstrated his scoring: reliability in his Hi.D.

dissertation research. Dr. Field's scoring wt<s compared to

that of the author for this sample of stories and the inter-

scorer reliability coefficient was .

F, Coding

All of the questions relevant to this study which



appeared on the questionnaire were ceded In auch a way

that the responses for each £ could be put on one side

of a 5 x 3 card, This enabled one to sort the ftf into

the various categories for statistical comparisons in

an efficient manner. *11 data handled by the author was

labeled with code numbers, so that only the thesis ad-

visor could associate personal identities of 3s with any

categories.

The source of ft& data for comparisons between £ roups

was the questionnaire, except for the sorority-rejection

data. In this case, the code numbers of Sa who checked

"yes", "no" or "undecided" on tt questionnaire concerning

desire for sorority membership were obtained from the

files of the Dean of a omen* This questionnaire, which

shall be referred to as the sumtrer questionnaire, was

given to the £s through the mail, about five months prior

to the administration of this research, one month before

the 3s entered college in September, and four months be-

fore sorority rushing on campus. The author did not re-

gard this summer ouestionnalre as being a valid index of

desire for sorority membership however, since, as will be

shown, tit ny Bf revised their ambitions after coming to

colle g® •

The validity of the other method of determining de-

sire for sorority membership can hardly be questioned, ^t
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the end of the rushing period in the fall, fpeshs.cn girls

who desired to Join sororities and were eligible (having

grades of 70 or better) attended what Is called "pledge

ch<;pel" SUB filled out "pledge ballots" on which they

stated which sorority or sororities they wished to Join.

Sorae of these were girls who very likely had received

indications in the preceding days that they would not be

accepted but nevertheless were "determined to the bitter

endM
. Unfortunately, only 9 of these girls were in the

group of 97 It in this study. ,.n additional 10, however,

indicated on the questionnaire accompanying the TaT admin-

istration tht<t they desired to Join sororities in the days

before or during rushing, and thus the K for "sorority-

rejects" became 19.

The categorizing for other questions dealing with

career orientation and social satisfaction will be ex-

plained as we proceed in the next chapter.
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III. itLSULT

3

Thia section will be divided into the following parts

»

A) description of the distribution of ji achievement scores;

B) the composite index of career and marriage orientation;

C) sub-indices of career t>nd marriage orientation, taking

individual questions one by one for all subjects; D) the

composite index of social satisfaction; £) sorority accep-

tance-rejection; F) sub-indices of social satisfaction,

taking the relevant questions one by one for all subjects;

and d) summary of results. The major findings will be pres-

ented in table form and considered more carefully. Supple-

mentary statistics may be found in Appendix fc«

A* The Distribution of £ ^.ch le vement Scores

The distribution of m achievement scores was essen-

tially normal, with a slight positive skew in both groups.

Scores range q from 0 to 23 •* The mean for the 97 £s was

8.25, the SO was A. 58. The mean for Group I was 8.92; the

mean for Group II w*s 7.57; the difference was not signif-

icant (F <.14), but erouph to warrant caution In the treat-

* previous studies in this line of research have presented
scores in raw data form; that is, ranging from the lowest
possible score, -4, to beyond /20. In this study, -4 has been

set equal to 0, and the constant 4 has been added to every

raw score to eliminate si^ns fcnd make statistical computations

more free from error. This transformation, of course, does

not Influence the magnitude of statistical Treasures other

than means. . .ny of the means be re presented can be compared

directly with these in other studies, after subtracting the

constant of 4 from the means of this study.



merit of the data.

B. The Composite index of Career and carriage
Orientation

From the start of this research it was never expect-

ed that there would be a sizeable group of 5s who could

be considered "purely career-oriented", that Is, who

would say that they didn't want to marry at all and to

whom a career would be the most "important" thing, in life.

As a matter- of fact, there were only two Ss of the 97 who

checked "career only" as a. first choice and only two other

Ss who checked this response as a second choice in the key

Item of the questionnaire.

Thus a decision as to ahere to draw lines defining

"career orientation" and "marriage orientation" relatively,

had to be made. In some items it seeajs reasonable to assume

• continuum running from "pure" :aarriage orientation

through various combine tions of career and marriage to

"pure" career orientation. In other cases, we have cate-

gories rather than continua.

It was also evident from the start that no one single

question would fulfill the desired definition of career

orientation. Thus for each S a composite index was deter-

mined. Hence career orientation was defined in terms of

the responses to ei^ht different questions U* s 13, 14, 15,



16, 1? i 18, 19, and 2? on the questionnaire), and these

responses were weighted as follows!

S I6 H ^fter college, which of the following
would you most prefer to do for the rest of
your life?"

„ First cho ice Second chol
Career only* . .

"Career for 3 or A years and
then marriage, with career
continued". /6 /3
"Career and marriage, with
career stopped when child-
ren arrive, resumed when

/2
Career for 3 or 4 years and
then marriage, but career

/2 /l
0 0

There were 41 Sb who checked one of theoe sub-items

for a first and/or second choice. All other nub-Hems con-

tributed no weight to the CI (career-orientation index)

for a given 3.

-15 :
M

i I s ted below are several common reasons
for coming to college .. .rumber In order of im-
portance to you... which best express your rea-
sons for corning to college."

54 Ss checked "To obtain vocational training; develop

skills and techniques directly applicable to my career" as

a first choice; 11 as a second choice; and 10 as a third

choice. A weight of / 3 was given for a first choice, / 2

for • second choice, / 1 for a third choice.

Q 14 : "Do you plan to prepare for a specific
vocation or occupation while at the University
of Massachusetts?"

If the response was / 1 was contributed , 0 for
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NO, or UNDECIDED. 79 Ss cheeked Yes, 14 KO ( and 4 UNDECIDED.

3-221 "Have you chosen a major yet?"

If the response was XS8 , / 1 was contributed, If NO,

0 weight. There were 71 Ss in the YES group, 26 in the

NO group.

M
' re you planning of considering going to

graduate school?**

Again, / 1 for YES (N*20), 0 for NO (K«77),

SLJ&l
w If it were up to you, at what age would

you like to get married?*

A weight of / 1 was given for AGE 24-30 (fc»25), 0

weight for 21-23 (N«56), and - 1 for 18-20 (N"16).

aL22 ! " looking at things realistically, how old
do you think you will be when you dp. get married ?"

The weighting here was the same as for Q 18. The N* s,

however, were 35, for AGE 24-30 , 36 for AGE 22-23, an: 17

for AGE 20-21, weighted / 1, 0, and - 1 respectively.

22 1 "What three things or activities in your
life do vou expect to give you the most satis-
faction?*

8 Ss checked H your career or occupation" as a first

choice (weight / )), 44 as a second choice (weight, / 2),

and 29 as a third choice (weight, / 1).

The CI for each S was the algebraic sum of the weights

fbr her responses to these eight questions. Thus a CI Gould

be as lew as -2 or as high as /22. actually the CI's ragged

from -1 to /19«

The crudeness of this measure of "career-orientation",
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as moat psychologists might define the term, Is readily

admitted, ?.e cannot say that a subject with a CI of 12

is more "career-oriented" than a subject with a CI of 11,

If we InBlst on a definition independent of the operations

used in this study. We do not have equal intervals. f« can-

not meet the assumptions necessary for a correlation coef-

ficient between n, achievement scores and CI scores* However

there should be little quarrel with the purpose and use

of the CI in this study.

%'hat la here labeled as " career -oriented" or "marriage-

oriented" is relative to the group of subjects In this study.

The purpose of the CI scale is to clearly separate the

"most career-oriented" girls (by any definition) from the

rest of the 97 subjects. Thus while the difference between

a CI of 11 and one of 12 Is meaningless, the difference

between CI's of 18 and 1? is a meaningful discrimination,

end a difference between Cl's of 18 and 6 is even more so;

in other words, the CI scale does discriminate in a rough

fashion that is suitable for our purposes.

All Ss with a CI of 10 or higher were placed in the

category that shall be called "Career Girls". All Ss who,

in Q 16, checked "marriage only" as a first or second choice

and >»d CI's of less than 10 composed the category "carriage

Girls", here were 27 Ss in each group. It was desired to

have larger number in each group, but there were many Ss

with inconsistencies in questionnaire responses (such as
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checking "marriage only" for a first choice and "career

for 3 or 4 years, then marriage" for a second choice in

$4 16). Because these were difficult to categorize, and

because it is perhaps more »aningful to have a complete

separation between the "career girls" and "marriage girls"

categories, the *T's of 27 in each group were decided upon.

A glance at Table 1 shows that the difference in mean

H achievement scores between the career £rris and the mar-

riage girls almost reaches the level of significance (P<.055)

in the predicted direction. In Group I the difference was

significant at beyond the .01 level (Mean, 17 career girls=

10.53; mean, 14 marriage glrlss6.42; diff.=4.11, t a 2.51.)

In Group II, the difference did not even approach signifi-

cance, but there were only 10 career girls and 13 marriage

girls*

If 13 additional Ss who indicated that they wanted

to or expected to marry before graduation are added to the

"marriage girls", their mean becomes 7.57* > = 40. The

difference between career and marriage girls is then 2.13,

but t becoGBS 1.88 and P<^05«

The fact that 17 of the 27 career girls were in Group

I may partially explain why the mean for Group I is higher

than Group II' s. Added to this is the fact that the testing

conditions in Group II were orobably more relaxed, the Ss

having been there for an hour, and boredom and fatigue having



Table X

Frequencies of Scored Thematic Subcategories
and Mean n Achievement Scores for "Career" and
Marriage airIs as Determined by the Composite
index. All P Values are Based on a One-tailed

Test of Significance.

OARtlft (URLS MARRlAttE aims

Total n Achievement 3cores t

Mean 9.70

S.D. 4.09

7.44

4.49

Diff

.

<vdiff

.

t

2.26

1.38

1.63

(» » 27) (N « 07^

TIT
30 45 ^.06

ri 30 30 • 0 •

A Tmm 48 33

25 20 ^.35

23"
)

w\ <ao\

)

6 1 o\ • • • \/

*J ij
...J

8 4 • • •

1 X • • •

10 7 • • •

a- 3 3 • • •

Nup 11 3 <• 12

Bp 5 8 • •

Bw 9 11 • • •

Ach Th 27 23 <.3S
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set in*

The mean for the 43 So not included in the "marriage"

or "career" categories was 7.81, the SD was 4,87. These

measures were not significantly different from those of

the two major categories. Thus, this unclassified group

was in the middle, "between" the career scores and the

marriage scores. The incompleteness of the data for these

unclassified Ss does not permit us to regard them as a

truly "middle group" on the career-marriage continuum

except with extreme caution. These Ss shou3.d not be label-

ed "middle" or "career and marriage girls", because many

of them may conceivably be more career-oriented tham some

in the "marriage" category. Others in this group are simply

unclaesiflable because of weaknesses in the method of deter-

mining career orientation, or Ss* failure to answer certain

items on the questionnaire.

It will be noted in Table I that the differences be-

tween frequencies of scored thematic subcategories are not

as striking as that between mean total n achievement scores.
* f * »

Four subcategories had dif fex^encea approaching significance

in the predicted direction—Unrelated imagery, ^enlevement

Imagery, Instrumental activity, and fcurtur&nt Press. *.ll

others were In the predicted direction except for Personal

Obstacle and Environmental Obstacle. McClelland (12) has



noted the lack of consistency for these latter two subcate-

gories In other studies, and has suggested that perhaps

they should be dropped from the scoring system.
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C- Sub-Indices of Career and Marriage
Orientation

This section will take up a series of comparison!

dealing with the separate questions relevant to career

and marriage orientation. It is in this section that we

shall find even weightier evidence for the conclusion

that n achievement scores and career orientation are re-

lated. Tables presenting some of the following data in

more detail can be found in Appendix E.

SLi3i ("Have you chosen a major yet?")

The 71 Ss answering YES to this question had a mean

need score of 8.27, the 26 KO»s had a mean of 8.19, an

insignificant difference of 0.08 in the predicted direc-

tion. Of those who answered YhS, 25 choosing home economics

without specifying a particular branch of the field had

the highest mean, 9.12; 11 choosing home economics teach-

ing, 8. 45 j 9 choosing child development, 8.67? 7 choosing

foods and nutrition or dietetics, 7.71; and 19 in miscel-

laneous majors, 7.06. No differences were significant.

< j 14 * ("Do y°u P*Rn fco prepare for a specific voca-

tion while at the University of Massachusetts?")

figures here:
£ Mean SD

8. SO 4.67

7.78 4.47

difference between means yielded a t of .382,

in the predicted direction.
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£JJBi (Keasons for coming to college).

In treating these data. It sceried moat meaningful to

divide sa Into two categories: (a) those 3s checking "ob-

tain vocational training" as a first or second choice, with-

out checking "prepare myself for a happy marriage and family

life* aa a firat or second choice, and (B) those 3s checking

the latter as a firat or second choice. The figures:

U) "Obtain vocational I ^2£&
training" , 53 8.19 4.17

{&) "'reparc wysclf for
«arrlf*ge" 22 7.69 5. SO

The difference of 0.50 between ?aeans yeioled a t of

.435, P <>55, again in the predicted direction.

£_165 ("After college, *-hich of the following «ould

you raost prefer to do for the rest of your life**)

3s were categorized thus:

(A) 3s checking "marriage only" as a first or second

choice without checking "carter only" or "career

for 3 or 4 years" as a first or second choice.

(B) 5s checking "career arid marriage (at graduation

tine cr shortly thereafter) with career stopped

when children arrive" as firat or second choice

without checking '"tgarriage only".

(C) 3a checking "career only*
4

or "career for 5 or 4

years" as first or second choice without check-

lug "rorrlege only".



In this fashion thret independent groups of subjects

were formed, including s 11 exoept 6 3s who fell into more

then one category.

Tabic 2

'••tana ana standard Deviations
for Three Groups of Subjects
Categorized on the Basis of
Heaponsea to Question 16.

(A)
"Carriage
only"

N £4

Mean. 7.46

3D 4.66

Category

(B)
"Career
and

marriage

47

9.15

5.00

(C)
Career for
3 or more

20

8.45

4.68

Differences between means

i

l>lff

.

(B) « (A) 1,69

(C) - (A) 0.99

Odlff

1.24

1.43

1.37

0,69

v.10

<.£5

Both of the above comparisons support our hypothesis,

and the data for this question suggest additional points of

significance. Of special note is the difference (B) - (C),

which a two-tailec Jfc te3t shows to be .60, If there is

anything "reel* to this difference, it suggests thet while

careergirls have higher scores thon marriage girls, ftirls

who I ant to achieve the £oals of graduation, then immed-

iate marriage with successful career as well, may have

stronger achievement strivings than career girls who place
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less emphasis on early marriage. This Is understandable
p

even though marriage is not scored as an achievement goal

In the McClelland system. Although it is not the tla of

this study to demonstrate the point, we might expect the

highest n achievement scores to be found in girls who

wlah to graduate from college, marry soon afterward, and

successfully combine career and marriage, kbit being a

fusion of the intellectual end career-related <?oal3 of

males ana the typical soclel achievement goals of females.

£J/7: ("Are you planning or considering going to

graduate school?")

In this question, the (a) group consisted of 20 3s

responding Yi.s>; in the (B) group 71 answered NOj and 6 in

the (C) group checked, "no, but would like to if I could

hove my own way".

H Mean 3D

(A) 8.90 4 .89

(B) 7.96 4.46

(C) NO, but like to. ... 6 9.33 3.98

Again, ali differences were in the predicted direction.

The difference between means of the XXI anu NO groups yielded

a ? value of ^.25. Mien the ( ) and (C) groups are combined,

P becomes v^.lb. 14 of the 26 girls in the (a/C) category

were classified as "career pirla by the composite index,

whereas 7 would be the expected number if there were no re-



latlonship between career orientation and plans or desires
for graduate school.

SJ£: ("If it were up to you, at what age would you

like to get married?")

Ss were categorised into three groups: (A) those de-

siring to marry at ages 18-20* (B) those desiring to marry

at ages 21-23 j and (C) those desiring to marry at age 24

or over. The figures here;

| Mean SD

(A) 18-20 7.42 4.65

(B) 21-23 8.27 4.63

(C) 24 or over • • • • 22 8.82 4.89

The difference or 1.38 between the means of (A) end

(C) yielded a t of .852 and a P value of ^.20 in the pre

dieted direction.

Q 19 * ("Looking at things realistically, how old do

you think you will be when you do get married? n
)

Here the categorization was: (A) Ss expecting ages

20-21; (fl) 3s expecting ages 22-24; (C) Ss expecting age

25 or over.

N Mean 3D

(A) 7.00 5.13

(B) 9.15 4.82

25 or over • • • • 16 6.75 4.01

The difference of 2.15 between the means of (A) and

(B) yielded a P of ^.065 in the predicted direction. The
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difference between ***** and "25 or over", however,
was nearly significant in the opposite direction (P> .10
in a two-tailed test).

The assumption was that the higher the age of

marriage-expectancy, the greater the likelihood of

•trong career orientation. The hypothesis was, there-

fore, that 33 expecting to marry at 25 or over would

have higher scores than those expecting marriage at

ages 22-24, who in turn would be higher than those in

the 20-21 group. Question 18 (desired age of marriage)

fit this pattern, though the differences were not sig.

nificant. Question 19 (expected age of marriage) did

not fit the pattern. One might venture the interpreta-

tion that the drop in scores for the higher ages here

possibly indicates that the n achievement scores measure

true achievement motivation, rather than protective mo-

tives underlying career orientation, forced upon a girl

because her expectations of marrying early are low.

These speculation^, however, need to be tested in a more

detailed^precisely defined study, and represent only in-

cidental ad hoc hypothesizing here.

Q 18-19 t (Discrepancies between "want to marry" and

"expect to marry".

Another suggestion along this line comes from the



examination of discrepancies between responses to Ques-

tions 18 and 19, Three categories were formed thus* (a)

positive discrepancy, those 3s who indicated that they

expected to marry at an age latter than that at which they

wanted to marry j (B) no discrepancy, Ss who indicated that

they both wanted and expected to marry at the same agej

(C) negative discrepancy, Sa who indicated that they ex-

pected to marry earlier than they wanted to marry.

K Mean 3D
t p

(A) "*xpect"> "Want" 41 8.95 4.51
*

, , 1.84 <.09
\B) No discrepancy 39 7.05 4.54

2 28 03
(C) "Y.ant"> "Expect" 6 12.33 4.08 *

^*

A two-tailed t test shows the difference (A)-(B) to

yield a P of v,09, a finding which is in accord with the

original hypothesis apparently contradicted by Question 19

alone. Although the N in the (C) group is only 6, a two-

tailed teat of the difference (C)-(B) shows a P value of

^.03. It is interesting to note that all of the 6 Ss in

the (C) group were classified as "career girls" by the

composite index, and five of the six eaid that they were

not "going steady", "pinned", or "engaged". One might

reason that the fact that they are all career girls ac-

counts for the negative "expe ct-minus-want " discrepancy,

and that their motives concerning careers are truly mo-

tives, hence their high scores. Thus the results here
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support both the original hypothesis and the ad hoc

hypothesis advanced in dealing with Question 19 alone.

Certainly a direction for future research is indicated

here.

I 1-13-19
1 (iharriage before graduation).

Taking responses to Questions 1 (age), 18 (desired

age of marriage), and 19 (expected age of marriage), a

group of os who indicated that they expected or wanted

to marry before graduation was formed. The mean need

score for these 31 Ss was 7.55, for the 66 others it was

8.56; the 3D»s were identical for both groups. -4.55. The

difference of 1,01 yielded a t of 1.01, for a P val ue of

<# 16 in the predicted direction.

£_22: ("What three things or activities in your life

do you expect to give you the most satisfaction?")

3ince 95 of the 97 3s checked "family relationships"

for a first or second choice, it was decided to categorize

as follows: (a) 3s who checked "family relationships" as

a first choice (K $ 78, mean s 8.15, 3D = 3.38); and (D)

3s who did not check this as a first choice (N a 18, mean

8.66, 3D s 4.52). The difference between means was 0.51,

t * .425, P v.35, again in the predicted direction.

Thus, though most of these sub -indices did not yield

significant differences, all except one of the comparisons
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in this section were in the predicted direction. The

exception, as was noted, might be explained by a hypo-

the si
s that should be easily testable, and this exception

does not seen to represent a contradiction of our general
findings.

D. The Composite Index of Social Satiafaction

In a manner quite similar to that used for separat-

ing subjects with strong career orientation from "marriage

girls", a composite Index res employed for distinguishing

girls who were more satisfied with their social life in

college from those who were less satisfied. This composite

index shall be referred to as the SSI (Social Satisfac-

tion Index).

The items used in this scale were Questions 23, 24,

25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 33, with additional sources

of information concerning desire for sorority, merbership

noted in Seotion II. It should be pointed out that each

of these questions (with the exception of Q 24) correlated

well with the total SSI scores for the Ss, and were of

greater consistency than expected by the author. This in-

ternal consistency of the 331 scale provides an argument

for its validity in determining socinl satisfaction.

In the weighting of the questions, Q 24 was .first



examined for each 3. If the S Indicated that she had

a "steady" boy friend or fiance who was not a student

at the University of Massachusetts, a check was recorded

and that 3 was reserved for special consideration, since

several weighted questions dealt with dating on campus.

Thus the data given in Cuestions 23, PA, and 25 do not

include this group of 26 3s which shall be called "lo-

cals", referring to the fact that most of their dates

are with boys in their home towns on weekends or during

vacations*

&_23, on frecuency of dates, was weighted thus:

/ 3 for "twice a week or more", / 2 for "once a week",

/ 1 for "twice a month or less", 0 for "don't date".

Q ge « on relations with other girls, was weighted / 2

for "very well" and / 1 for "moderately well". The res-

ponses to Q 31 (satisfaction with social life) were put

on a five-point weighting scale, ranging from "extremely

unsatisfied" (/ 1) to "extremely satisfied" (/ 6). On

the sorority-rejection issue, an S was given / 1 if she

was a sorority member, - 1 if she was a "reject", and 0

if she was "inedible" or "indifferent".

All the other questions—28 , 26 , 29, and 30- -were

weighted / 3, / 2, and / 1, the highest weight given the

response representing social satisfaction and the low-

est weight given the response representing social dia-



satisfaction.

The SSI score for each S was the algebraic sum of

the weights for her responses to these eight questions.

Thus an 331 score could be aa low as / 5 or as high at

/ 23. The actual range in this study was from / 8 to

/ 23. ihe distribution of SSI scores was negatively

skewed, I.e., the scores tended to crowd the upper end

of the scale.

33 Ss with 3 1 scores of 18 or higher were placed

in the category that shall be labeled "satisfied"! 33

other Ss with SSI scores of 17 or lower comprised the

"unsatisfied" group. Table 3 shows the comparisons of

total ft achievement scores for the two groups. The P

value for the difference between the means does not even

approach the significance level. Neither are there any

significant differences between frequencies of separate

thematic subcategories for the two groups. v.hen the

categories 1/ and G/ are combined, however, the "satis-

fieds" outweigh the ''unsatisfieds 1
', 38 to 21, for a dif-

ference that is significant at the .05 level. One pos-

sible interpretation of this finding is that the "unsatl

fled" girls were mort reluctant to allow themselves hap-

py endings in their stories, since i/ represents success

ful instrumental activity end G/ positive affect over



Table 5

Frequencies of Scored Thematic Subcategories and M^nn Achievement Scores for "Satisfied" and
Subjects as Determine, by the Composite Index! All PValues Are Based on Two-Tailed Tests of Significance

Total n Achievement icores i

Mean 8.36 7.82

S.D. 6.08 3.62

Biff., means 0.54

CTdiff. 1.23

t 0.44

f <.60

ouocategory
SATISFIED

(Ns33)
UNSATISFIED

(N233) P Value

TJI 45 51 <.50
TI 39 32 <^.50

AI 50 49
• a a

X/ 24 16 <^.30

I? 6 5
• • •

I- ft 4
i • •

I 28 29
• • •

§ 8 • • •

Ga- » 4 • • •

0/ 14 5 c.08

G- ft 3 • • •

Nup 10 7 • t •

Bp | 7 • • a

Bw 16 13 • a a

Ach Th 32 25 ^•60

and g/ 38 81 <^.05
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attainment of an achievement goal. Perhaps the dis-

illusionment of social dissatisfaction has curtailed

the optimism of these 3s.

Several other methods of categorizing the SSI

scores were tried end no differences between means *ere

found. A three-way breakdown into "satisfied" (1 s 18)

"middle" (N s 27), end "unsetisfied" (N s 22) yielded

means of 8.72, 8.04, and 7,64, respectively, the dif-

ference of 1,08 between the first and third being in-

significant at P^ .40. A 4 x 2 chi -square contingency

table, taking frequencies of n achievement scores above

and below the mean for four SSI categories showed a

random distribution.

It should be recoiled that the Ss we are here deal-

ing with do not include the 26 who were "going steady"

off campus ("locals"), and 6 for whom questionnaire data

were insufficient for classification. The meen n achieve-

ment score for the 26 "locals" was insignificantly below

that for the "satisfied" end "unsatisfied" groups in

Table 3. When these 26 are themselves divided 13-13 in-

to "satisfied" and "unsatisfied" on the basis of a spe-

cial composite SSI soale, there is a difference of 3.00

between the respective means of 6.15 and 9.15, which is

in the opposite direction from that in Table 3. This dif-

ference has a t of 1.55, P^>,15.
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The difference of 2.46 between the SD's of the 33

"satisfied" and 33 "unsatisfied f1 Ss in Table 3 has a t

value of 2.83 and is significant at beyond the .01 level.

A glance at the raw data (Appendix E) shows far greater

variability for the "satisfied" Ss; their scores tended

to be either very high or very low, ranging from 1 to 23,

whereas scores for the "unsatisfieds " tended to group

about the mean. The three-way breakdown mentioned above

yielded a similar significant difference between 3D 1 a.

£. Sorority Acceptance-Rejection

The information on 3orority membership is one of the

sub-indices of social satisfaction in the frame of this

study, but 13 here presented separately since it has im-

portant parallels to the fraternity study of Shipley and

Veroff (17) and some of Field's results (6).

Ss were first categorized into "members " (N s 27) and

"non-members" (N Z 70). Then non-members were classified

into "rejected ", those who were eligible and indicated

their desire to join before rushing on the pledge ballot

and questionnaire j
"indifferent ", those who were eligible

but did not indicate a desire to join; and "ineligible ",

those who did not achieve grade averages of 70 or better

before rushing.

The data are presented in Table 4. Only^difference
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Table 4

Keana, Standard Deviations, and Comparisons

?£ i2 i
£/chievement Scores for Subjectsin the Various Categories Relating to the

Sorority-Kejeotion Issue.

rejected INDIFFERENT INELIGIBLE

H 27 19 36 15

Mean 8.59 9.58 8.11 6.20

S.D. 5.35 4.50 4.39 3.83

Diff., means 0.99 1.47

C~diff

.

1.53 1.27

t (2-tail) 0.66 1.16

p >.50 ^.30

between mean n achievement scores (rejected-ineligible) is

significant (p <.05), but most of them are in what might

be considered as expected directions. Since in Field's

study, female Ss who experienced induced social frustra-

tion had significantly higher n achievement scores than

did those in a "relaxed" group, (paralleling the increase

in males » scores aa a result of induced intellectual frus-

tration), we might expect females who have experienced the

social frustration of sorority-rejection to have higher

scores than those who were indifferent toward sorority

membership or were ineligible.

Incidentally, the "ineligible

s

M had a ^ean score al-

most significantly lower (P<%10) than the mean for all
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other groups combined. The data from the summer cues-

tionnaire had too many "undecideds" to yield ar, N of

"rejects' that was worthy of consideration. Further-

more, only about half of the 20 non-members who said

in the summer that they wanted to join sororities ap-

peared on the list of girls in the "rejected" group

based on the pledge ballot and winter questionnaire. •

These 20 had a mean of 7.15, but there were no signifi-

cant differences with the summer questionnaire as

source of data,

P. Sub-Inctices of 3ocial Satisfaction

Since few differences of any significance were re-

vealed in analysing the separate questions relating to

social satisfaction, the treatment of this section will

be brief.

Q 25 1 (Frequency of dates).

As one can see in Table 5, there seems to be a more

or less linear relationship between n achievement scores

and frequency of dates. These data do not include the

26 3s "going steady off campus".

It will be noted also that ve again have signifi-

cant differences at the .06 level between SD^i bet- een

those of the (a) and (C) groups, and between those of



Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations of n Achieve-
ment 3cores for Qroup3 Categorized* on the
Basis of Responses to Cuestlon 23 (Frequen-

cy of dates).

<A) (B) (C)
Twice a month Once Tv/ice a week

or lea » a week or more

M 19 88

Mean 6.82 8.21 10.04

S.D. 3.48 5.34 5.50

Differ nee a between means;

* (B)-(A) (C)-(A) (C)-(B)

Diff . 1.39 3.22 1.83

CTdiff

.

1.09 1.36 1.44

t 1.27 2.36 1.27

P >.20 ^.03 >.20

(B) and (0). Thus there is greater scatter in the scores

of the more frequently dating girls.

Q 25 ; (Attitudes toward dates).

The 10 Ss who responded to the effect that not many,

very few, or none or tfteir dates were enjoyable, and who

were not "locals", had a mean neeu score of 7.60 and 3D

of 3 .04, both insignificantly lov^er than the rest of the

97 subjects'. This is in the same direction, toward lower

n achievement scores with less variability for the social-
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ly "unsatisfied", as were the data presented in Tables

3 ami 5.

Q 26 * ("Have you hed as many dates fchis year on

campus a3 you would have likea?")

Again, excluding the "locals".

JL Mean SD

8.69 5.01

7.23 4.50

The difference between means was insignificant

(P>.20), as was the difference between 3D»s (p>.60).

£_28; ("In general, how veil would you say that

you get along with other girls?")

Taking all Ss except two who left the item blank,

K Mean Jffl

"Very well" 66 8.04 4.75

"Moucrately well".... 29 8.69 3.92

No differences between means or iD's epproached

significance. The direction of the difference between

the means was inconsistent wtth the preceding tendency;

the lower 3D for the "moderately well" group was consis-

tent with the trend, however.

29: (Popularity, college vs. hi^h school).

Again there were no significant differences, but the

mean for the "more popular now" group (8.50, N=22) was

higher tnan for the "about the same" group (8.09, Ns66)

and the "less popular nov" group (8.40, Ns6).



S_50: (Satisfaction, pre-coUege expectation).

The figures here:

JL Mean 3D

(A) "Lore than I expected" 22 7.68 4.42

(B) "About what I expected" 50 8.90 4.11

(C) "1*88 than I expected" 20 7.30 4.26

No differences between means were significant, dif-

ference (B)-(A) having P<(.50 and difference (B)-(C)

having P <^.20.

£_31: ("In general, how satisfied with your social

life in college as a whole do you feel?")

K Mean 3D

(A) "iixtreraely satisfied".. 24 7.76 4.07

(B) "More satisfied
than unsatisfied" .... 29 8.58 5.53

(C) "Neither Satisfied
nor unsatisfied" 28 9.04 5.04

(D) "More unsatisfied
than satisfied" 14 7.29 P. 65

No differences approachea significance at closer

than the ,40 level, except for difference between 3D»a

of (B) and (D), which was significant at the .02 level.

The data for tai3 question include all 3s except

three who did not answer the cuestion. Vhen the "locals

are removed, the direction of differences between means

and Sb's becomes essentially the same as that seen in

Table 3 (the composite inuex).
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1. "Career girls", as defined by the composite Index,

had significantly higher n achievement scores than did

"marriage - girls, as defined by the composite Index and

responses to uestion 16.

2. "Career girls" expressed more achievement imagery,

need, instrumental activity, positive goal anticipation,

and aid In attaining achievement goals in their stories

than did "marriage girls".

5. All except one of the comparisons in the individ-

ual questions related to career orientation yielded dif-

ferences which were in the predicted direction; the one

exception wa3 not necessarily a contradiction of the gen-

eral findings.

4. None of the comparisons in the individual ques-

tions had significant differences except the following!

a. Girls *ho said that they expected to marry

at ages 2'^-24 had higher need scores than

those answering "20-21" in this question.

b. Six subjects (all of them "career girls") who

said that their expected age of marriage was

earlier than the age at which they desired to

marry had significantly higher n achievement

scores than those subjects with no "expect-

mlnus-want" discrepancy concerning age of mar-

riage .
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5. There was no significant difference between

wean need acores of "satisfied" ana "unsatisfied" sub-

jects, &a these categories were definea by the com-

posite index of social satisfaction.

6. "Satisfied" subjects expressed wore successful

instrumental activity and positive affect over goal

attainment than die "unsatisfied" subjects in their

stories.

7. Subjects who said that they dated twice a week

or more had significantly higher need scores than sub-

jects who said that they dated twice or month or less.

8. None of the other individual questions, includ-

ing the data for sorority acceptance-rejection, yielded

differences between means that were significant. There

was a tendency, however, tor/ard higher acore3 for social-

ly satisfied subjects, ps in the composite index data.

9. "satisfied" subjects had significantly greater

variability in need scores than did "unsatisfied" sub-

jects in the composite index data. This relationship

held In all of the sub-indices of social satisfaction,

though not significant at the .05 level in sorce cases.



IV, CONCLUSIONS

The fruitfulnees of the McClelland procedure for

identifying and measuring human motivational states Is

onoe again indicated by the present investigation. How-

ever, merely presenting further evidence of the method 1
e

validity has not been the major aim here; we are more

interested in the applicability of the method to female

subjects* Specifically the aims have been to teat tiie

hypothesis of a positive relation between n, achievement

scores and career orientation, and to investigate any

possible relationships between n achievement scores and

social satisfaction*

A* Career Orientation

Sumnarizing our results relating to the career

orientation hypothesis, we find 1) significantly higher

need scores for "career" girls, as compared to "marriage"

girls, using the composite index for classification of

subjects; and 2) almost perfect consistency in direction

of differences between groups cate/^rized on the basis of

their responses to a series of questions presumably related

to career orientation. In view of this strong evidence, it

is here concluded that a positive relationship exists be-

tween projective expression of the achievement motive and
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career orientation in home economics freshman females.

There are several reservations which must be kept in

mind, however. First, our subjects were home economics

freshmen at the University of Massachusetts. We may reason-

ably expect the relationship to hold for hose economics

students at other colleges, but the present study tells

us nothing about subjeots in other majors, with goals in

other fields. It may be that, for girls planning secretar-

ial work, for example, there Is no relationship between

projective behavior and occupational alms, although we

have no particular reason to believe this. The point is

that additional research, using non-home economics females,

is needed to confirm or deny the generality of this rela-

tionship.

We should also consider the fact that the subjects

in the present study do not represent the extreme ends

of the career-marriage continuum. Our U of 33 "career

girls" included only two or perhaps three girls who

might be thought of as "purely career-oriented", whose

ambitions concerning careers completely overshadow thoughts

of marriage to the point of no expectation of marriage.

Similarly, there were probably few subjects in this

study at the other extrene , who wanted marriage immediately

with no career and no college education at all.
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On the surface we would expect that, If two groups

representing these extremes could be found, there would

be an even wider difference In & achievement scores. This

might not be the case, as some of the data Bugpests that

perhaps the girls we should expect to have the highest

need scores are those who wish to combine the goals of

career and marriage, fusing the intellectual and career-

re If; ted goals of males and the typical social achievement

goals of females, since both types of goal-orientation

appear to be reflected positively in the n achievement

measure. In other words, perhaps the girl who has a "dream"

of graduating from college, marry lng soon afterward, and

successfully combining career and marriage is more achieve-

ment-motivated (in the broadest sense of the term) than

the girl who has the more narrow goal of success in career

only. Whether or net this is true has not been tne aim of

this Investigation to demonstrate, however; we have merely

been concerned with whether the most career-oriented girls

in our sample projected more achievement imagery in the

TAT then did the most marriage-oriented girls, and cur

results show this to be the case.

Another point to bear in mind concerning the present

gtudy is that the testing conditions were non-experimental,

non-arousal, or what has been called "neutral". Another
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"next step** 1b thie line of inquiry would bo to arouse

achievement motivation in an experimental group of career

ana marriage girls, using failure or ego-involvement on a

supposed "intelligence* test as a means of inducing moti-

vation, and following this with administration of the T«iT.

Our prediction would be that the career girls would

respond to the arousal by scoring hl^ier in n. achievement

than would the marriage girls. If this were the result,

it would even more conclusively demonstrate the relation-

ship between j\ achievement scores and career orientation.

In this study we nave not bothered to consider the

possible motives underlying females' orientation toward

careers, although this is an important point that should

be Investigated. There are many factors which may account

for the particular career ambitions that a girl in our

culture has. These factors may be such things ae the need

for recognition, desire for fame, the wish to excel one's

self or increase one's self-regard by demonstrating talent.

Or there may be such factors as pressure from parents, fear

of never B&rryinp, or the wish to be prepared to support

oneself in case of the death or absence of one's husband.

Undoubtedly there are some g;irls who are career-oriented

for protective purposes rather than for purposes of increas-

ing self-regard. Such factors as these may partially account
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for the fact that a girl can have elaborate pirns for a

career and still have a low n, achievement score. It would

be Interesting to compare the scores of girls who were

known to have predominantly "self-regard" motives with

those known to have protective motives underlying; their

piano for career §« If the n. achievement score la truly a

measure of motivation, It would perhaps follow that the

former group should have higher scores, because of the

self-esteem factor that apparently makes up a large part

of achievement motivation. A suggestion along this line •

was seen in examining Questions 18 and 19 in Section III.

Girls who said that they wanted to marry at age 24 or

ov«r had score s higher than these answering " 13-20" and

"21-23", "but those who indicated that they expected to

Barry at age 25 or over had lower scores than those answer-

ing "23-24". The examination of the discrepancies between

desired and expected ages of marriage produoed a signifi-

cant difference between those "expecting" before "wanting"

marriage and thos* with no discrepancy. Here, at least, is

some evidence that may bear on the question of motives

underlying career orientation. Should this lead be followed

up, it might be possible to demonstrate even more dearly

the ability of the TaT to "get under the surfaoe" •

Thus, with the completion of the present investigation

along with those of Hcox (19) -nd field (6), we now have
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three studies Indicating that the n. achievement measure

is applicable to female subjects.

B. Social Satisfaction

In the data concerned with social satisfaction we

found no significant differences between mean n. achieve-

ment scores of the composite Index categories, the sorority

acceptance-rejection groups, or of subjects classified on

the basis of responses to the Individual questions, with

one exceptlon--lt was found that the most frequently dating

girls had significantly higher need scores than the least

frequently dating girls, in spite of the general absence

of significant differences between means, however, there

was a definite pattern here as In the career orientation

data. The composite index and all except two of the individ-

ual questions yielded differences in the dlreotlon of higher

£ achievement scores for socially satisfied girls, woet

of the P values ranged from .20 to .80, but, taken together,

they amount to some degree of Importance, especially when

we consider that Field's female subjects who were voted

by their classmates as H accepted" had higher scores than

those voted ae> "rejected" in a "relaxed" testing.

The most outstanding finding in this study of Bocial

satisfaction was the significantly greater variability in

scores of socially satisfied girls. The composite index and
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Questions 23 and 27 yielded such differences, and all of

the other questions showed insignificant differences in

the seme direction. Thus the more satisfied girls had scores

that tended to be either very high or very low, while the

unsatisfied girls had scores hovering about the mean*

The present study of social satisfaction and £ achieve-

ment scores does not seem to contradict any previous findings,

nor any theoretical assumptions made by McClelland in his

two-factor theory of motivation (22). In comparing these

results with Field* s we should bear in Bind that his study

was not concerned with general social satisfaction but

rather acceptance by one's classmates* It is possible for

a * popular" girl to be socially dissatisfied or an "un-

popular" one to be satisfied. Perhaps the closest parallel

in this study is the data for Question 23 on frequency of

dates, indicating that acceptance by members of the oppo-

site sex in female subjects.

At any rate, the conclusion seems justified, on the

basis of these data and Field's together, that the ji

achievement score is related to the striving for social

goals in female college students. This 1b understandable

when we consider the broad definition of n. achievement

(competition with a standard of excellence) on which the

scoring system is based, and how, according to iiicClellfcnd

at least, the achievement motive is acquired. McClelland 1

s
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theory postulate© that the achievement motive originates

in affective changes accompanying learning situations

which Involve evaluated performance. There is a great

deal of variation as to the type of performance that is

evaluated in terms of personal and cultural standards of

excellence, Evidence from Mead (7) and several sociologists

and social psychologists indicates that social accepta-

bility is one area of "performance" that may be of great

concern for females in our culture, Just as success in

business or career may be for males (and "career girls").

Therefore one might expect to find a relation between

social acceptance and n. achievement scores. *nd, McClelland

seys (12), we should expect girls who are successful in

competition with social st: ndards of excellence to have

relatively high scores, since performance that comes close

to expectations yields positive affect, which intensifies

a motive such as the need for achlevese nt

.

Thus, with the completion of the present study along

with those of Hcox (19) and Field (6), we now have sev-

eral bits of evidence to indicate that the £ achievement

measure is applicable to female subjects. It is beginning

to look as though icClelland's scoring: system is suffic-

iently general to measure differences in achievement

motivation whether the goals involved relate to success



In career or social success «nd whether the subjects

ere males or females. Perhaps we should not expect

the Imaginative behavior of these groups to be iden-

tical in the first place, because, as several of the

McClellanci workers have suggested, we are dealing

with acquired drives, roles, ana goals, and there are

apparent differences in the cultural definitions of

male and female roles*
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OP THE

TAT AND QUESTIONNAIRE
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ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

While an assistant passes out the TAT test bookletsand seale ; envelopes containing the questionnaire, the ad-ministrator says j
*

'%e are passing out a test booklet and an
envelope to each one of you. Please do NOT open
the test booklet OR the envelope until you are
told to do 3o.*

Vvhen the assistant has finished passing out the test
booklets ana envelope, the administrator sys:

'la there anyone who has not received the test
booklet and the envelope that poes with it? If
any of you has a test booklet that does not bear
the same number on the front of it as the envelope
will you please raise your hand? All right. Now/
will you all please turn to page one of the test
booklet.

'This test is a teat of creative imagination.
A number of pictures will be projected on the screen
before you. You will have 20 seconds to look at
the picture and then five minutes to make up a
story about it. Notice that there is one page for
each picture (demonstrating). The same four ques-
tions are asked. They will guide you In your think-
ing and enable you to cover all the elements of a
plot In the time allotted. Plan to spend about a
minute on each question. I will keep time and tell
you when it is about time to go on to the next
question for each story. You will have a little
time to finish your story before the next picture
is shown.

^Obviously there are no ri^ht or wrong answers
so feel free to make up any kind of a story that
you choose. Try to make them vivid and dramatic,
for this is s test of creative Imagination. Do not
merely describe the picture you see. Tell a story
about it. ork as fast as you o«n In order to fin-
ish in time, fciake them interesting. Are there any
questions? If you need more space for any question,
U3e the reverse side.
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"Go ahead with the first picture."

The administrator turns off the lights, as the assis-tant exposes picture 1 (boy-surgeon, TAT 8BM) on the screenfor 20 seconds. Vhile turning the lights back on, the ad-
ministrator says:

All right, go ahead and write a story about
thij picture or. page 1,"

"You should be on question 2" (at the end of
one minute).

nYou should be on question 3" (at the end of
two minutes )

.

"You should be on question 4" (at the end of
three minutes )

.

"Finish up your story" (at the end of four
minutes )

.

"Now turn to the next page and be ready for
the next picture" (at the end of five minutes).

The 3ame procedure is used for the remaining three pic-
tures. Picture is one showing a boy and girl lyinjc on a
beach, picture J is 6 farm scene (TAT 2), and picture 4 shows
two men's heads (TAT 7 Bfo). After the fourth picture the
administrator says;

"Nov will you all please turn to the last page
of the test booklet, vhich is the blank page, and
write your name on this page (administrator demon-
strates where). After you have done this, tear off
this sheet with your name on it from the rest of the
test booklet, and pass in this sheet only. Do not
pass in the test booklet or the envelope, Just the
page with your name on it."

The assistant collects the name-sheets, vhile the ad-
ministrator says:

"We are doing this in order to keep all the
test records you have just completer absolutely secret and
confidential. 3o none of you will have to worry about your
personal identity or name being connected with any of the
material you have just written or that which is about to fol-
low.
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i«ow will you all open the envelope that
was passed out with the teat booklet. Inside
this envelope you v ill find a questionnaire, andon the first p*ge of this questionnaire, some
instructions. Just to make sure that we all
understand these instructions, let me rend them
along with you."

The administrator reads aloud the instructions on thecover page of the questionnaire (see Appendix C). hen this
is linishea, he says:

MM

All right, go ahead now, and fill out the
questionnaire

,

w

After about fifteen minutes:

When you finish the questionnaire, put both
the questionnaire AND the test booklet inside the
envelope, and please wait patiently while the others
finish. 1

When all have finished, the administrator reminds them
to put the questionnaire and t: at booklet Inside the envelope.
Then the subjects are told to seal the envelopes, and pass
them in.



APPLNDIX B

A REPRODUCTION OF THii TAT TfcST BOOKLcT



BOOKLET

directions

Please do not turn to page 1 until you
are told flo do so.

This Information is absolutely confiden-
tial. Please do no write your name on
this pags or any of the following pages
that has printing on it.

Listen carefully for further Instruc-
tions from the administrator.



PAGa QUE

1. Vhat la happening? Vho are the persons?

2. : hat has led up to this situation? That is
f what has

happened in the past?

3. ?hat is being thought? *hat is wanted? By vftom?

4. What will happen? What ^111 be done?



PAG

|

T; 0

It What is happening? Who are the persons?

2. hat has led up to this situation? That is
happened in the past?

5. .hat is being thought? Vhat is ranted? By

4. What will happen? Vvhat will be done?
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PAQH THREE

1. What ia happening? Who are the persona?

2. What ha a led up to this situation? That is, whet ho
happened in tht past?

5. What is being thought? What ia wanted? By whom?

4. What will happen? What will be done?
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?AGK FOUR

1. 'hat la happening? Who are the persons?

2. hat has led up to this situation? That is, what has
happened In the past?

3. What is being thought? -hat is wanted? By whom?

4. Vhat will happen? What will be done?



APPENDIX C

A REPRODUCTION OF THE QtL. 3TI0;\NaIRE



"CAREER VS. MARRIAGE QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is part of a program to find
out whether the personal goals of girle in college
tend more toward careers or toward marriage, We
are also interested in certain information re-
lated to these areas.

Try to answer- all questions as honestly and
completely as possible.

There are a few points which you should bear in

mind while filling out the questionnaire:

(A) Your personal identity will not be

revealed, and your answers will be

kept confidential. Do not put your

name on this questionnaire ,

(B) This questionnaire is not a "test".

There is no "grade" or other mark,

and the only "right" answers to the

questions are those which best des-

cribe your attitudes, reasons, expedi-

ences, and background

,

(C) Read every question carefully before

answering. Do not linger too long

over any one question.

(D) Try to answer as many questions as

possible, but do not answer any

question which you find embarrassing.
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1, What is your age? years, months.

2. T7hat class are you in?

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

3. Have you attended any other college or university besides the Univer

sity of Massachusetts?

No

Yes

4. Shat is your home town? rown or city State
'

5. (a) From what high school did you graduate? ^ students
b How many students were in your graduating olmt

.

..ff^^f'
(c) "hat was your academic standing in your entire high schhol graduat

ing class? (Check one).

Highest tenth

Next to highest tenth

Third to highest tenth

Fourth to highest tenth

JBottom half

Don't know

(d) Hhen did you graduate? y—

-

6, In high school did you take the colllp>cu^°i^lum?

Yes
Not Which curriculum did you take?

7. *nat is your present raarital or social dating status? (Check one).

Married
Engaged
""Pinned"

""Going steady"

Dating but not "going steady

"Other J Spec ify_ •
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8. !Jhat is your principal source of financial support while at the
University of Massachusetts?

Parents
Summer job
Summer .job plus part-time work during school year
Part-time work during school year
Loans
Scholarship
Other* Specify t

9. VJhat is your father's occupation?_ •

10. (a) Is your mother presently engaged in any work in addition to being
a housewife?

No

Yes* '.That?

(b) Prior to the present, but while married, has your mother engaged
in work in addition to being a housewife?

No

Yes* That? •

(c) Before her marriage, did your mother engage in work outside home?

No
Yes* IThat? »

11, (a) How many brothers and sisters do you have, including half, step,

and adopted? brothers, sisters.

(b) How many have attended or are attending college? __«

(c) Of those who are out of school, list occupations.

12. With respect to your emotional relations with your parents would you

say that you feels

Much closer to mother than father

Somewhat closer to mother than father

About the same toward both

Somewhat closer to father than mother

Much closer to J_fil8_s_» tnan mother
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13. Have you chosen a major yet?

No

Yes:

TJhat one?

14. Do you plan to prepare for a specific vocation or occupation while
at the University of Massachusetts?

No

Yes:

VJhat vocation ? (jPlease answer in detail)

15 • Listed below are several common reasons for coming fo college. Place
a number jL beside that one which best expresses your most important
reason for ?;oing to college. Place a number 2 beside the next most
important, and a number \ beside your third most important reason.

Number in order of importance to you ,

I k'A GOING TO COLLEGE IN ORDER TO:

Obtain vocational training; develop skills and techniques

directly applicable to my career,

Develop my ability to get along with different kinds of

people,

Obtain a basic general education and appreciation of ideas.

Develop my knowledge and interest in community and world

problems,

Meet some prospect for a husband,

Help develop my moral capacities, ethical standards and values.

Prepare myself for a happy marriage and family life.

Carry out the c-emands or wishes of my parents.

Keep up socially with my high school friends who have gone

on to college.

Because I had nothing else to do.

B3cause I didn't want to workn



16, After college, which of the following would you nost prefer to do for
the rest of your life? Indicate TIC, by using:

.1 for your first choice
2 for your second choice,

Career only,

Marriage only.

Career briefly and then marriage, but career continued: If

you check this item, does "briefly" mean to you:

1 or 2 years?
3 or U years?

5 to 10 years?
Longer?

Career briefly and then marriage, but career discontinued:

If you check this item, does "briefly" mean to you:

1 or 2 years?

3 or U years?

5 to 10 years?
Longer?

^Career and marriage. Career stopped when children arrive,

but resumed when children are in school,

.Career and marriage. Career stopped when children arrive,

and never resumed after that.

Other: Spec ify_ — •

17. Are you planning or considering going to graduate school?

Yes: In what field?

No:
T

.7ould you like to if you could have your own way

Yes

no

18 1 If it were up to you, at what age would you like to get married?

DonH want to marry,

'

At jrears of age,

19. Looking at things realistically, how old do you think you will be

when you do get married?

Don't expect to marry.

At years of age.



20. Do you prefer a husband who:

is more educated than you
has about the same amount of education as you
is less educated than you
makes no difference

21. VJhich of the following statements concerning women working do you
come closest to agreeing with?

In genera]. I don't approve of women having careers.
I approve of a woman havin': a career if she wants one,
providing she is not married?

I approve of a married woman having a career if she wants
one, providing she ha:± no children «

I approve of a married wor^an having a career if she wants
one, providing her children are older than year3
I approve of a married zoo.au baying a naroer if she wants
one, regardles s of tlw nr of her children

22. T/hat three things or activities in your life do you expect to give
you the most satisfaction?

Please write 1 in the space beside the most important; a £ in

the space beside the next most important; and a 2 in the 6pace

preceding the third most important.

Rank tfiree i

Your career or occupation*
Family relationships©
Leisure-time recreational activities.

Religious beliefs or activities.

Participation as a citizen in the affairs of your

community,-;

Participation in activities directed toward national

or internatiou^* h$iA vrment.

23. How often, on the average, did you date while at the University of

Massachusetts this year? (Count only pre-arranged meeting* v/ith boys

on campus during the evenings.)

Not at all

Less than once a month

^

About once a month

About twice a month

About once a week

About twice a week

About 3 or 4 times a week

About 5 or 6 times a week
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24.. Do you have a "steady" boy friend or fiance who is not a student at the
University of Massachusetts?

No
Yess

How often do you manage to see each other?

25. Which of the following statements best expresses your feeling about the
kinds of dates you have had this year at the University of Massachusetts?

I don 1 1 date on campus c

Most of the dates I have are enjoyable 0

Some, not many, are enjoyable 0

Very few, or none, are enjoyable

26 # Have you had as many dates on campus this year as you would have liked?

Yes
No, but it doesn't matter much to me #

No, and I would like to date more often.

27. How important a part of your college life do you think dating is?

Very important
Moderately important

Not important

28 # In general, hov; well would you. Ray th-vt you get along ^ith other girls

on campus?

Very well
Moderately well

Have some difficulty

Don't get along well at all

29* Do you feel that you are more popn^r or less popular in college than

than you were in high school?

More popular now

About the same

Less popular than in high school

30. Is your social life at college more satisfying or less satisfying than

you expected before September?

t

More satisfying than I expected

About what I expected

Less satisfying than I expected



31 o In general, how satisfied with your social life in college as a whole
do you feel?

Extremely satisfied
More satisfied than unsatisfied
Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
More unsatisfied than satisfied

Extremely unsatisfied

32 0 During high school how active were you in social affairs (dates, dances

parties, etc*) both in and out of schoolr

(a) Compared to other students in general. Check in column (a) below.

(b) Compared to your ovm circle of friends or acquaintances. Use

column (b) below

«

(a) (b)

Compared to others Compared to my ovm

in general, I was: circle, I was:

Very active

Moderately active

Slightly active

Not active at all

33. Are you now a member (or pledge) of a sorority at the U, of Mass.?

Yes: IJhioh one?

No:
If you answered "no",

(a) Do you now desire to join a sorority?

No

(b) Did you desire to join a sorority before

entering college?

Yes
No

(c) Have you at any time during the past five

months wanted to join a sorority?

No

Yes: If you answered "Yes", was
" this before or after rushing

Before
After

34. Do you approve or disapprove of the sorority syste* as it exists at

the University of Massachusetts noxii

Approve
Disapprove



APPENDIX D

IWtHOD USED TO OUTRANTEE CONFIDENT I A LITY OF

SUBJECTS 1 RL3 ?0N3ES TO THE TAT

AND QUE3T ION NAlRE



METHOD mm TO GUARANTEE CONFIDENTIALITY

Code numbers were printed on the cover page of the

test booklet, on the back of each page of the test book-

let, on two pages of the questionnaire, and on the en-

velope. A particular code number was designated for each

subject, and this same number appeared on the test book-

let, questionnaire , and envelope for each subject. On the

fifth page of the test booklet, the subjects were asked

to write their names, detach the name-sheet, and pass it

in, keeping the rest of materials until the en: of the

administration of all materials. After the name-sheets

were collected, the name of each subject with her corres-

ponding code number was enteied on a Jingle piece of paper

by the thesis advisor, Dr. Meld, and the individual name-

sheets were destroyed. The "master" code sheet was care-

fully kept in the private files of Dr. Field, and only he

had access to this information* Even the author was unable

to connect names with code numbers. (This was not neces-

sayy for the purposes of the thesis study.)

It was felt by the author and his advisor that this

method of insuring confident iality was sufficient to allow

the desired responses of the subjects to come forth in the

research project, and also sufficient to make the subjects

feel confident that their responses would not be public in

any way.



APPENDIX E

SUPPLEMENTAL STATISTICS AVE TABLES



Table I

n Achievement Scores and Composite Index Classifications
for the 97 Liubjects

(Key: C « Career, M a Carriage, S s Satisfied, U s Un-
satisfied, L s Local)

Sub.1

.

Class. Score Sub 1

.

wARO >

0

O^UI t

X C 3 12 31 C L 11om H TW 7 32 U 2
3 L 1 33 M L 15
4 c S 8 94 M S 5
5 * 3 35 M U 5

fiV L uo M L 15
f 37 S 18
8 c u 9 38 s 2
9 c 0 4 39 s 15

11U 1 L 1 40 s 12

XX 0 8 4X u 6
1c G o 0*31

hp c u 6
13 M u 4 43 u 14
14 H s 17 44 u 10
XO C tr X-c %D n r

/ft L ©
X ( t AT a£ T

Wi U XU
XO c u XO AVI P TT Xo
19 c L 3 49 h 3 i
20 u 1* 50 M L 2

21 • • 51 3
22 H s 7 52 k L 14
23 s 11 53 C S 5

25 c i 15 54 S 9
56 L 6

26 c •

.

11 56 XJ 0
27 u 7 57 M TJ 12
28 c 3 8 58 C L 12
29 c U 6 59 L 11
30 L 15 60 C 3 4



Tabic I (Cont'd)

Rut) 1 - C1&33.

61 s 12
62 u 8
63 16
64 XT 6
65 M 3 2

66 1 It 5
67 1 3 8
68 s 7
69 C 3 3
70 L 4

71 M U 7
72 3 1
73 U 5
74 C 7
75 IS

76 S 7
77 u 10
73 u u 13
70 n u 11
30 h 1

i • Score

81 U 5
82 C u 9

v TL Qa
84 c 3 10
85 c 3 15

86 3 6
87 M TJ 8

TTU H

89 u 2
90 c TJ 10

91 U 9
92 U 9
93 III TT 9
94 M U 14
95 s 3

96 L 2
97 3 14
98 9 3
99 M L 7



Table II

Mean n Achievement Scores for the 97 Subjects.
Divided into Group I (3s 1-50) and Group II

(3s 61-99).

Group I Group II

I 48 49

Mean 8.92 7.57

3D 4.98 4.02

Diff. 1.55

CTdiff. 0.93

CR 1.45

P ^14

Table II

Frequencies of AI, TI, and UI 3Cored for responses
to each of the four pictures, all subjects.

AI TI UI

Picture 1 (boy-surgeon) 51 57 29

Picture 2 (boy-glrl-beach) 5 15 77

Picture 3 (farm scene) 58 51 8

Picture 4 (two men's heads)45 19 35



Table IV

n Achievement Score 3 for .Subjects Classified
According to Their ^eaponaes to Question 13
("Have you chosen a major yet? If so, ape*cTfy").

Response N friean

NO
26

8.19

Y£Si 71 8.27

Home Leon, (unspecified).. 25 9.12

Home fccon. Teaching 11 8.45

Child Development 9 8.67

Foods and Nutrition 4 13.00

Dietetics 3 3.33

Extension • 5 5.00

Merchandising.. 4 9.50

Arts and Textiles 2 10.50

Miscellaneous 8 5.75



Table V

n Achievement oeores of iubleeta Classified
According to Their responses (Firat hoice)
to Question 16 ("After co lege, which of the
following would you wo at prefer to do for the
rest of your life?").

He^ona
.e. N kean

Career only 2 10.50

Marriage only . 13 7.08

Career for 1 or g years and
then marriage , but career
ontinue i 17 8.18

Career for 8 or 4 years and
then marriage, but career
continued....... »**••»•****« 15 6.47

Career for 1 or 2 yeara and
then marriage, but career
dlacontinued... . 31 7.55

Career for 5 or 4 years and
then marriage, but career
diacontlnueo ..*......•••« 9 10.90

Career and marriage. Career
atopped when children arrive
but resumed when children
are In school.................... 6 10.50

Career and marriage. Career
stopped when children arrive
and never resumed after that..... 5 11.00



Table VI

Mean n Achievement Scores for "career" and
MarrTage" Oirla In the Two Separate Claaa-
roona Uaed in Administration of the Teat

materia la

GhOUP I GROUP II

Career Marriage Career ferriage

H 17 14 10 13

Mean 10.63 6.42 8.50 8.33

S.D. 4.17 4.62 3.52 3.26

Diff. 4.11 •

CTdiff. 1.64

t 2.51

<.01

COihBINU)

Career Marriage

27 27

9.70 7.44

4.09 4.49

2.26

1.38

1.63

<^.055
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